NFO-15 – Addendum
Modifications, compared to the hard copy of the booklet
(for scientific program, please trust the e-booklet that is updated every day:
http://nfo15.utt.fr/doc/BOOKLET-NFO15-final.pdf)
Cancelled talks:
O. Keller (session A16), A. Alu (session B11), P. Bharadwaj (session B10)
Replaced speakers:
W. Wardley is replaced by W. Dickson (session B09)
J. Vogelsang is replaced by C. Lienau (session A12)
M. Unger is replaced by H. Stadler (industrial oral session)
New talk:
in session B11, G. Roubaud will give a 15 mn talk entitled
“Far-field optimization of the optical near-field in disordered plasmonic metasurfaces”
Thursday, 10:05 am
Changed talk title:
The title of the talk given by T. Grosjean (session A8, Tuesday) has changed. The new title is:
“Magnetic spin-orbit interaction of light"
Moved talks:
The talk given by Y. Nagasaki moved from session B16 (Friday) to session B11 (Thursday)
New posters:
P10A2, P11A2, P12A2, P8A5, P27A10, P9A12, P10A12, P16B8
, see http://nfo15.utt.fr/doc/NFO15_Poster_Abstract.pdf
remark: P8A5 will be in the e-booklet from Monday
Canceled posters:
P10B10
Chairpersons:
S. Kawata and O. Martin will not be available for chairing sessions A10 and B06. They will be
replaced by new chairmen: A. Bouhelier and D. Zhang respectively.
Free NFO-15 Shuttle service:
due to some important construction works in downtown, the shuttle schedule and route
have changed (see pages 11-12 of the e-booklet)
Social events:
We have been informed that the grap-picking season will start during NFO-15. As the result,
for all social events, we will have to leave UTT earlier than expected: On Wednesday, buses
will leave UTT at 1:30 pm instead of 1:50 pm (the last poster session will be pretty short).

Awards:
The awards ceremony will take place on Thursday evening during the gala dinner, for both
best poster awards and ACS photonics awards
Regarding the ACS photonics awards: the speakers who applied are identified by means of
this sign:

Thematic workshop:
on “current and prospective applications of nanoscale optics” (Monday, 6:45 pm, at
amphitheater
N101):
the
updated
program
can
be
found
at
http://nfo15.utt.fr/doc/NFO15_workshop.pdf
Practical information:
-There will be a lot of plugs on the conference spot.
Additional plugs are provided by 2 specific boxes that are made of safes (in case you want to
deposit valuable stuffs for a short while) containing power supply and USB plugs.
These boxes are close to amphitheaters M500 and N101. They are easily recognizable:

-At the conference desk, the NFO-15 attendees will have the possibility to
post any announcement of interest (open positions, publications,.):

